Hornemann Institute

What does Open Access mean?

The Hornemann Institute supports the worldwide transfer
of knowledge in the field of conservation-restoration. Since
2003 it has been part of the University of Applied Sciences
und Arts Hildesheim/Holzminden/Göttingen. It bears the
name of the first German explorer of Africa, Friedrich Konrad
Hornemann, who was born in Hildesheim in 1772.

Open Access to scientific literature means it is freely
available to the public on the internet. This service
should give authors control over the integrity of
their work, and respect their right to be properly
acknowledged and cited.
The Hornemann Institute provides this for you.

Hornemann Prize for Open Access
With the Hornemann Prize for Open Access we honour
one of the authors who published a much demanded
thesis of high quality free of charge on our website.
The scientific quality will be reviewed by an external
scientific advisory board.
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»

We could give your data a persistent identifier
Why bother trying?

Why bother trying?
You are improving your chances
for employment

«

in your chosen profession.

Is there any use in a great academic thesis for you, if only
you, your examiners, and a few friends ever know about
it, or if the results are only published as an abstract without showing your scientific research? Making an academic
thesis available in an academically-controlled way means:
	
You are improving your chances for employment
in your chosen profession.
	
You are contributing to advancing academic research,
because it is very time consuming and often im
possible to obtain or incorporate unpublished
scientific findings.
	
On an international level, it is becoming more and
more common to make academic work available
via the internet. In England, for example, universities
are assembling large repositories for the dissertations of their students.
	
Highly esteemed institutions, including the Getty
Conservation Institute in Los Angeles and the International Institute for Conservation of Historic and
Artistic Works (IIC) in London, are supporting the fight
against „grey literature“.

To make electronic papers and pictures easier to quote,
we offer our authors a „persistent identifier“ for important publications. With a persistent identifier, it becomes
possible to quote your online publications internationally.
These DOIs (Digital Object Identifiers) can be searched in
the catalogues of many well-known libraries worldwide
and are accepted by many scientific journals as citations.
Our partner:

Our Service is free for everyone
The Hornemann Institute provides online facilities for you
towards publishing your academic work. These facilities
allow you to exceed the standard information, such as
titles and abstracts in German and English. We offer you
the opportunity to include pictures, content pages and
references to your printed publications that are connected with your thesis. You can also have your complete
paper available for download.
Copyrights must be observed in electronic publications
as well as in print publications. This means you may have
to obtain the rights of use for images, and others must
observe your copyright. Our authors keep unrestricted
access with their user data to their records and are able
to correct any errors or delete the texts. All copyrights
will be maintained by the authors. Further publications
are possible at any time.
www.hornemann-institut.de/german/e_publication.php

The fight against „grey literature“
We wish to abolish „grey literature“, and we want all
academics to have the opportunity to publish their work.
Therefore we additionally publish on our website:
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